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Abstract
In this paper, we argue that it is important to gain a better understanding on how peo‑
ple interact with each other to explain routine dynamics. Thus, we propose to focus 
on the interpersonal interactions of actors which is not only the fact that actors inter‑
act with each other but that the manner and quality of these interactions is important 
to understand routine dynamics. By drawing on social exchange theory, we propose 
a framework that seeks to explain routine dynamics based on different relationships 
between actors. Building on this framework, we provide different process models 
indicating how routine performing and patterning is enacted due to the respective 
relationship of actors. Our insights contribute to research on routine dynamics by 
arguing (1) that actions of patterning are dependent on the relationship of actors; (2) 
that trust works as an enabler for creating new patterns of actions; (3) that distrust 
functions as an enhancer for interrupting and dissolving patterns of actions.

Keywords Change · Interpersonal interactions · Interpersonal trust · Power 
asymmetries · Routine dynamics · Routine creation · Social exchange processes

JEL Classification M10

1 Introduction

“Without action, there is no routine” (Feldman et al. 2016: 506). Since the initiat‑
ing work of Feldman and Pentland (Feldman 2000; Feldman and Pentland 2003) 
routine scholars are interested in performances enacted by actors to “look into the 
processes inside” (Dionysiou and Tsoukas 2013: 181). Focusing on actions helps to 
better understand the internal dynamics and structures of routines (Feldman 2000; 
Feldman and Pentland 2003). Moreover, by analyzing actions, routine insiders 
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and outsiders can trace relations among actions and are able to identify patterns of 
actions (Feldman et al. 2016). Research on routines benefited from observing pat‑
terns of actions by pointing to routine dynamics, meaning routine stability, change 
and flexibility (see for example the studies in the special issue on routine dynamics 
in Organization Science 2016).

Without actors, there is no action. Even though the work on routine dynamics was 
initiated by stating that routines became a richer phenomenon “when we do not sep‑
arate the people who are doing the routines from the routine” (Feldman 2000: 611) 
as they will “breathe life into the routines” (Feldman 2000: 627), we know surpris‑
ingly less about actors and how they contribute to routine dynamics, besides simply 
enacting them (Howard‑Grenville 2005; Sargis‑Roussel et al. 2017; Wright 2019). A 
few scholars have begun to focus on actors highlighting that people “are not inter‑
changeable in the performance of routines, because they bring with them particular 
understandings and motivations” (Parmigiani and Howard‑Grenville 2011: 437) and 
stressing the importance of “strengths and weaknesses of particular participants in 
the routines” (Feldman and Rafaeli 2002: 321). Moreover, Loch et al. (2013: 111) 
state, “the success of routines depends not only on their ‘content’ […] but also on 
the social preferences that integrate the members”. In line with this research, schol‑
ars mentioned that power dynamics, conflicts and relationships can shape routine 
change or stability (Lazaric and Denis 2005; Loch et al. 2013; Feldman and Pentland 
2003; Pentland and Feldman 2005; Salvato and Rerup 2011, 2018; Sargis‑Roussel 
et al. 2017; Turner and Rindova 2012; Zbaracki and Bergen 2010). However, none 
of those aspects has been explored in detail. By focusing solely on routine actions, 
the motivations and intentions behind actions get lost (Sargis‑Roussel et  al. 2017; 
Wright 2019).

Thus, we follow a recent call by Salvato and Rerup (2011: 475) to focus on inter‑
personal interactions of actors and by Loch et al. (2013) to examine how interper‑
sonal interactions help to explain routine dynamics. With interpersonal interactions 
we mean not only the fact that actors interact with each other in order to accomplish 
an organizational routine, but that the manner and quality of these interactions is 
important to understand routine dynamics (Dutton and Heaphy 2003; Howard‑Gren‑
ville 2005). Thus, our research question is the following one: How can interpersonal 
interactions help to explain routine dynamics?

To answer our research question, we draw on social exchange theory (Blau 1964) 
as one of “the most influential conceptual paradigms for understanding workplace 
behavior” (Cropanzano and Mitchell 2005: 874). Social exchange theorists argue 
that within social relationships individual behavior must be seen in relation to and 
as a response to behavior of the other one(s) (Blau 1964; Homans 1958) when “out‑
comes are based on a combination of parties’ efforts” (Cropanzano and Mitchell 
2005: 876). Drawing on this framework helps to develop a social exchange frame‑
work focusing on the interpersonal interactions of actors. According to social 
exchange theory individuals form distinct social exchange relationships with their 
respective counterpart. We use two widely studied social exchange processes to 
represent relationships within organizations: the formation of trust and the dis‑
tribution of power (see Loch et  al. 2013 for a similar approach in practice based 
routines research; Graen and Uhl‑Bien 1995; Schoorman, Mayer, and Davis 2007; 
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Cropanzano and Mitchell 2005; Weiler and Hinz 2019). Both aspects have also been 
under research in the literature on routine dynamics (see for example Dionysiou and 
Tsoukas (2013) for power; Feldman (2004) for trust and authority; Howard‑Gren‑
ville (2005) for power and trust; Loch et al. (2013) for status and relationships).

In the following section, we review the role of actors on routine dynamics. This 
serves as a means of identifying the potential for further theoretical development. 
Second, we briefly introduce concepts of social exchange theory, which are the most 
relevant ones to the study of organizational routines. Following this, we propose 
and explain our social exchange framework that concentrates on the interpersonal 
interactions of actors and how these interactions drive routine dynamics. In the dis‑
cussion section, we relate our social exchange framework to ongoing themes in the 
research of organizational routines, summarize the paper’s main contributions, and 
suggest areas for future research.

2  The role of actors on routine dynamics

In recent years research on routine dynamics (Feldman 2000; Feldman and Pentland 
2003; Feldman et al. 2016) has challenged the traditional understanding of organiza‑
tional routines, in which agency is associated with the person who writes a standard 
operating procedure instead of the person enacting the routine (Feldman and Pent‑
land 2003: 100). Feldman and Pentland (2003) proposed a new ontology of routines, 
taking agency explicitly into account. By drawing on Giddens’ (1984) structura‑
tion theory, they conceptualized routines incorporating the duality of structure and 
agency. With the introduction of the practice‑based routine understanding, scholars 
began to account for variation in routine performances and the interplay of stability 
and change (see the recent special issue in Organization Science 2016). Stability and 
change are enabled by performing actors who think, feel, and care and thus have the 
opportunity to produce variation (Feldman 2000). Moreover, motivation and inten‑
tion of actors could drive routine dynamics (Dittrich and Seidl 2018; Feldman 2000; 
Howard‑Grenville 2005).

Although research on routine dynamics emerged by paying attention to the per‑
forming actor, recent research called for making action more focal (Feldman et al. 
2016; Feldman 2016; Pentland, Feldman, Becker, and Liu 2012). Feldman (2016: 
38) even suggested theorizing the performative and ostensive aspects of routines as 
actions: performing and patterning. These calls to focus more on actions to analyze 
routines increasingly suppress the performing actors (Sargis‑Roussel et  al. 2017; 
Wright 2019). To refocus on the performing actor to explain routine dynamics, we 
first review how the actor has so far been theorized in routines research, thereby also 
outlining current shortcomings.

2.1  Connections of actors and the (re)creation of a shared patterning

Feldman and Rafaeli (2002) were first to contemplate that through enacting routines, 
connections between people are established based on interpersonal interactions. They 
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defined connections as “interactions between people that enable them to transfer infor‑
mation” (Feldman and Rafaeli 2002: 312). Focusing on connections of actors helps to 
elevate on the role of actors in organizational routines. Connections provide knowl‑
edge about other actors of the routine, other members’ tasks and perceptions of the 
routine. Hence, connections between actors of an organizational routine create a shared 
understanding. According to Dionysiou and Tsoukas (2013: 193) shared understand‑
ings imply not that individual schemata become identical, but that individual under‑
standings are at minimum either compatible or congruent. This enables individuals to 
anticipate behavior of others, provides guidance how to behave and supports in inter‑
preting information. Moreover, emerging ties between actors may be more positively or 
negatively evaluated compared to others. Shared understandings and the quality of the 
connections between actors are likely to influence how people act. Thus, shared under‑
standings help either to maintain a pattern of actions or to adapt to variation in the envi‑
ronment (Feldman and Rafaeli 2002). Moreover, some variations are likely to occur 
because actors need to adapt their actions to other actors to whom they are connected 
(Feldman and Rafaeli 2002). Dionysiou and Tsoukas (2013), using a symbolic inter‑
actionist perspective (Mead 1934), have argued that actors identify themselves with 
the social activity in which they engage in, trying to determine what their counterparts 
are doing and matching their activities complementarily or congruently. By doing this, 
actors try to develop a shared understanding. Building on the importance of connec‑
tions, Turner and Rindova (2012) revealed that team members’ actions and understand‑
ings coalesce the longer team members work together, thus reducing variation. Sele 
and Grand (2016) went one step further by saying that connections between routines 
“are not automatic, but unfold in action” (734). In their study they indicated that actants 
can act either as intermediaries, merely maintaining connections, or as mediators, mod‑
ifying connections between routines. Danner‑Schröder and Geiger (2016) indicated in 
their study that the establishment of a shared understanding is an effortful enactment 
which can be reached through intensive rehearsals. Based on different rehearsal meth‑
ods and differences in the codification of artifacts, the emerging shared understanding 
helped actors to orient their actions more towards stabilization or flexibility, according 
to the situation. Bucher and Langley (2016) revealed that by creating reflective spaces 
new connections could emerge that envisioned new ostensive patterns, whereas experi‑
mental spaces created connections to change performances. Bapuji et al. (2012) ana‑
lyzed the influence of intermediaries as an exchange medium in interactions to create 
connections. Intermediaries are used to transmit the intentions of one actor to another. 
Thereby, the authors distinguished weak and strong routines, and found that actions and 
their expected responses by different actors meet less often across iterations in weak 
routines than in strong routines (Bapuji et al. 2012: 1590). Strong routines referred to 
routines staying rather stable across several iterations, whereas in weak routines vari‑
ance could be observed.

2.2  Conflicts between actors can be enacted through routines

Whereas research stressing the importance of connections to support a shared under‑
standing fostering either stability or change, other research demonstrated that the 
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very same connections also have the potential for conflicts, meaning varying under‑
standings that collide. For example, Zbaracki and Bergen (2010), as well as Salvato 
and Rerup (2018) illustrated that different groups within an organization (sales and 
marketing; designers and engineers) can in fact adhere to different understandings 
of a routine, which may result in conflicts as soon as these groups connect to engage 
in a routine. In the traditional understanding of routines (Cyert and March 1963) 
and in the “routine as truce” approach (Nelson and Winter 1982), conflicts and the 
enactment of routines are sequentially separated (Feldman 2016). In case a conflict 
emerges, it is resolved by establishing an agreement. An agreement builds a truce 
that stops conflicts for a certain period of time (Salvato and Rerup 2018). However, 
studies on routine dynamics have also shown that conflicts do not stop performances 
at all, instead conflicts can be enacted through routines (Feldman 2016). Routines 
are important for resolving conflicts to find new agreements (shared understand‑
ings). Whereas in the study by Zbaracki and Bergen (2010) the conflict could only be 
resolved by the vice president of the organization, in the case described by Salvato 
and Rerup (2018) the conflict was resolved through regulatory actions performed by 
individuals throughout the hierarchy. These regulatory actions created new connec‑
tions between actors, which supported the creation of a dynamic truce (agreement) 
to accomplish conflicting goals (Salvato and Rerup 2018). Berente et  al. (2016) 
demonstrated in their study of an ERP implementation at NASA that misalignment 
occurred when management and subordinates had different expectations of control. 
However, through dynamically adjusting routines the shock of everyday misalign‑
ments could be absorbed. In another study, Deken et  al. (2016) revealed that dif‑
ferent understandings could lead to a breakdown, which provided opportunities for 
routine work to generate novelty. Similarly, Danner‑Schröder (2016) indicated that 
routines can be interrupted when team members’ understandings of a routine vary 
widely. This can be resolved by changing the mode of practicing, thereby initiating a 
search for problem‑solving alternatives.

2.3  The influence of power and trust on routine dynamics

Feldman and Pentland (2003) stated in their influential paper on the reconceptualiz‑
ing of organizational routines, that power is an inevitable aspect of their theory. They 
suggested that the ostensive aspect is aligned with more dominant actors (manag‑
ers) whereas the performative aspect is aligned with others, e.g. they resist and thus 
produce variation. Moreover, they revealed that managers are usually empowered 
to create routines, e.g. rules and artifacts. However if actors resist a rule and change 
their performance, it is again dependent on power, whether the exception turns into 
a rule or is ignored (Feldman and Pentland 2003). In an experimental study, Loch 
et al. (2013) discerned that stability and retention of routines depends on social inte‑
gration. For example, the authors revealed that differentiated status within groups 
produces routine variance, as the influence of the high‑status members is over‑
weighted. Actors do not use these routines in their own decisions, which leads to 
inconsistent performances of groups. In contrast, groups with equal power use their 
routines more consistently and retain their routines in their individual decisions. In 
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their study, Loch et al. (2013) also stated the usefulness of a collective agreement of 
routines to coordinate behavior, as for example status differences and bad relation‑
ships reduced the effectiveness with which a group developed a routine. Similar, 
Turner and Rindova (2012) disclosed that routine coalescing occurred within‑crew 
teams, which reduced variance, whereas reconstituting of routines emerged across 
hierarchical levels to develop a common understanding of opportunities to change 
and modify routines. Dionysiou and Tsoukas (2013) stated that powerful actors 
are more able to alter a routine in the direction of their understanding than others. 
In contrast, actors with equal power will create a shared understanding of routines 
based on consensus. Dittrich et al. (2016) indicated that powerful actors are better 
able to participate in reflective talk, which might influence routine dynamics.

As outlined above, routines make connections among routine actors, which cre‑
ates ties among these actors and a shared understanding. Based on this general argu‑
ment, Feldman and Rafaeli (2002: 312) outlined, “the shared reliance on common 
resources leads to the development of mutual expectations about behavior, which 
is precisely the notion of ‘trust’ identified by network theorists.” Moreover, some 
connections may be more trusted than other actors. Sargis‑Roussel et al. (2017) indi‑
cated that social capital influences the repetition and predictability in the process of 
routines’ emergence, in particular the pace of routines’ emergence. Repeating simi‑
lar sequences of actions increases the motivation to interact with each other based 
on growing trust that other actors will act predictable. Feldman (2004) showed that 
managers need to consider how change affects the availability of resources and fit to 
the work environment as they otherwise lose trust on the part of the employees.

3  Social exchange theory

Social exchange theorists argue that within social contexts individual behavior must 
be seen in relation to, and as a response to, behavior of the other one(s) (Blau 1964; 
Homans 1958) when “outcomes are based on a combination of parties’ efforts” 
(Cropanzano and Mitchell 2005: 876). Social exchange processes are embedded in 
rather long‑term social relationships in which individuals “tend to more strongly 
identify with the person or entity with which they are engaged” (Rupp and Cro‑
panzano 2002: 926). Within our paper, we focus on social exchange relationships 
because we draw on the concept of routines as repetitive, continuous, and collec‑
tive—and thus rather long‑term—accomplishments in organizations (Dionysiou and 
Tsoukas 2013; Feldman and Pentland 2003).

Social exchange theory implies that individuals form distinct social exchange 
relationships depending on their counterpart, e.g. supervisor, coworker, subordinate, 
supplier, auditor, etc. (Cropanzano and Mitchell 2005; Flynn 2005). These exchange 
relationships differ in their quality as the endorsement of reciprocity can be differ‑
ent. An employee may, for instance, have high quality relationships with co‑work‑
ers, but have at the same time a low quality relationship with his or her immediate 
supervisor (Cropanzano and Mitchell 2005). Perceptions of the respective relation‑
ship quality affect individual behavior towards counterparts (Masterson, Lewis, 
Goldman, and Taylor 2000) since individuals are supposed to reciprocate the help, 
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advice, support, goodwill, and benefits they have received without negotiation and 
without knowing when the other one will return the goodwill (Blau 1964; Molm 
et al. 2000).

Social relationships within organizations may come in manifold guises and differ 
in various ways. To date, a huge variety of social exchange processes to represent 
relationships within organizations has been studied in the field of social exchange 
theory (e.g. helpfulness, felt obligation, positive mood, impulsivity, empathy, hos‑
tility, etc.; see Cropanzano and Mitchell 2005 for a review). All these social inter‑
actions to represent relationships and exchange processes within organizations are 
important. However, as the formation of trust and the distribution of power are 
widely accepted social exchange processes to represent relationships within organi‑
zations (Graen and Uhl‑Bien 1995; Schoorman et al. 2007; Cropanzano and Mitch‑
ell 2005; Weiler and Hinz 2019), we decided to focus on those two.

3.1  Interpersonal trust versus interpersonal distrust

To analyze how interpersonal interactions help to explain routine dynamics we 
chose to include interpersonal trust to represent relationships and exchange pro‑
cesses within organizations (Fulmer and Gelfand 2012; Lewicki et al. 1998; Whit‑
ener et  al. 1998). Rousseau et  al. (1998) conceptualized trust as “a psychological 
state comprising the intention to accept vulnerability based upon positive expecta‑
tions of the intentions or behavior of another” (p. 395). While this definition focuses 
on individual cognition, interpersonal trust from a dyadic perspective implies that 
both actors involved accept vulnerability, which is based upon the positive expecta‑
tions of the intentions or behavior of the interaction partner (Klaussner 2012; Mayer 
et al. 1995; Schoorman et al. 2007). In other words, both individuals expect to be 
treated fairly within their relationship.

On the other end of the continuum, interpersonal distrust is opposed to interper‑
sonal trust (Bigley and Pearce 1998). Distrust has been defined as “a lack of confi‑
dence in the other, a concern that the other may act so as to harm one, that he does 
not care about one’s welfare or intends to act harmfully, or is hostile” (Govier 1994: 
240). Thus, within a social relationship characterized by interpersonal distrust, indi‑
vidual actors either fear to be treated unfairly or have already experienced unfair 
treatment by their interaction partners. Distrust may even culminate in the exchange 
of incivility in both vertical (Klaussner 2014) and horizontal (Andersson and Pear‑
son 1999) relationships.

3.2  High power asymmetry versus low power asymmetry among interaction 
partners

Within organizations, interpersonal relationships can be roughly differentiated in verti‑
cal (supervisor‑subordinate) relationships (e.g. Sparrowe and Liden 1997) and horizon‑
tal (coworker) relationships (e.g. Deckop et  al. 2003). The main feature distinguish‑
ing vertical from horizontal relationships is formal power (Astley and Sachdeva 1984). 
Power is understood as “the probability that one actor within a social relationship will 
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be in a position to carry out his will despite resistance” (Weber 1978: 53). Supervi‑
sors are regularly equipped with formal power advantages (e.g. reward power, coercive 
power, etc., see French and Raven 1959; Yukl and Falbe 1990) over their immediate or 
more distant subordinates. Coworkers, in turn, are usually not equipped with the for‑
mal power that would enable them to direct and influence each other. However, infor-
mal power and status exists among coworkers (Thye 2000). Group members attribute 
informal leadership to those individuals who mostly comply with group norms or have 
gained appreciation from other group members, for instance, in return for extraordinary 
efforts or making personal sacrifices for the good of the group (Hollander 1958; Magee 
and Galinsky 2008; DeRue et al. 2015).

Within our paper, we draw on literature from both domains and distinguish rela‑
tionships in terms of high power asymmetries and low power asymmetries. Seen 
from a relational perspective, power is based on structural relations and resides 
between actors (Fleming and Spicer 2014). Hence, power asymmetries are perceived 
from actors who either perceive to have more power or less power than the compara‑
tively other one (Klaussner 2014). When power asymmetries are low, both interac‑
tion partners perceive each other as (rather) equal in terms of their opportunities to 
influence the other and/or the situation both individuals find themselves in. When 
power asymmetries are high, one interaction partner has systematic opportunities 
to influence the behavior of the other. High power asymmetries may emanate from 
unequally distributed formal power bases (e.g. Yukl and Falbe 1990), from infor‑
mal roles and processes within groups (De Souza and Klein 1995; Wheelan and 
Johnston 1996), and existing status structures (Loch et al. 2013; Thomas‑Hunt et al. 
2003; Bendersky and Hays 2012).

Important to note for the purpose of our paper is that we do not assume that trust 
and power are “properties” of individuals that predict an outcome. As mentioned in 
the previous section, we follow a practice‑based understanding of routines which 
focuses on performativity (Feldman and Orlikowski 2011; Feldman et  al. 2016). 
Thus, relations are (re)constructed in interactions which means also trust and power 
are themselves (re‑)created in interaction (see Wenzel et al. 2019, for a recent study 
that supports this argument). Moreover, power and trust are performed through rou‑
tines, similar to conflicts as outlined above. For the purpose of this paper we assume 
that the relationship status (power asymmetry and trust) developed over time through 
performing the routine in the past. However, for analytical purposes, we assume the 
developed relationship quality remains rather stable for the time being (the time of 
analyzing routine dynamics). However, relationships can of course change over time 
and are not seen as separated from the routine, relationships are enacted though the 
routine.

4  Interpersonal interactions driving routine dynamics: a social 
exchange framework

Based on the two social interactions to represent relationships and exchange pro‑
cesses within organizations introduced above, we can differentiate four different 
relationships between actors. By outlining the different relationships and respective 
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interpersonal interactions we show how routines are enacted differently. Dependent 
on the relationship, actions of patterning and performing can be enacted in differ‑
ent ways, which means that each of these relationships drives routine dynamics in 
a different way. To illustrate these processes in detail, we created a figure for each 
relationship and the respective process of enacting routine performing and pattern‑
ing (see Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4). Hence, throughout the following sections, we will intro‑
duce each relationship from a social exchange perspective, relate them to routine 
processes, explain and describe the process of enacting routine performing and pat‑
terning and provide propositions.

4.1  Social interactions based on a relationship of interpersonal trust and high 
power asymmetries: voluntary followership

The first relationship is characterized by high levels of interpersonal trust with an 
asymmetric power distribution among actors. Cogliser et al. (2009) found that inter‑
personal trust positively affects subordinate performance, organizational commit‑
ment, and job satisfaction (see also Kashyap and Rangnekar 2016; Qing et al. forth‑
coming). Supervisors, in turn, are more likely to support their subordinates when 
they perceive their relationship quality as high (Scandura and Schriesheim 1994). 
Thus, both supervisor and subordinate “can count on each other” and perceive their 
relationship as a “mature partnership” (Graen and Uhl‑Bien 1995: 230), recip‑
rocating trust and support as inherent aspects of those relationships (Grant 2012; 
Uhl‑Bien 2006). Both sides are not only willing to invest more than just economic 
resources, but are also loyal and even emotionally attached to each other. Conse‑
quently, in such relationships, followers trust their leader and are “willing to tran‑
scend self‑interests for the sake of the collective (…), to identify with the vision 
articulated by the leader, to show strong emotional attachment to the leader, [and] 
to internalize the leader’s values and goals” (Howell and Shamir 2005: 99) and vol‑
untarily align their actions and understandings toward the more powerful actor. The 
leader, in turn, confides in his or her followers and respects them as valuable mem‑
bers of the team.

In light of organizational routines, we argue that patterns of actions change 
over time through interpersonal routine interactions of actors whose relationship is 
characterized by interpersonal trust and high power asymmetries by an alignment 

Fig. 1  The process of enacting routine performing and patterning based on voluntary followership
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process of actors’ patterning and performing in the direction of the more powerful 
actor (see Fig. 1 for the process of enacting routine performing and patterning based 
on voluntary followership). Interpersonal trust implies that less powerful actors 
regard the actions of the more powerful actors in favor and do not question the 
motives behind the observed actions (Schoorman et al. 2007). For example, when 
more powerful actors enact a different pattern of action as in previous iterations, 
less powerful actors willingly adapt themselves to these patterns and act accordingly 
since they associate good reason for this adaptation based on a good, trusting work‑
ing relationship. More precisely, actors who have less power voluntarily align their 
performing and patterning over time in belief that the more powerful one is acting 
with integrity and has good reasons for his ideas, perspectives, actions etc. (Brower 
et al. 2000; Howell and Shamir 2005) and thus the changed pattern of actions will 
have positive consequences (either for the organization or for the team). Kärreman 
et al. (2006) have pointed out that charismatic leadership supports this process. As 
opposed to other relationships, routine processes are fairly stable over time in case 
powerful actors set the standard and have a trustful relationship with their employ‑
ees. Miller et  al. (2012) suggest in their model that in a stable environment with 
a leader setting the tone, performances become increasingly patterned and efficient 
over time. Similar, Cohendet and Simon (2016) indicated that routines which are 
espoused and set in motion by powerful actors do not change frequently, thus they 
are easy to adapt for newcomers. Moreover, Cohendet and Simon (2016) demon‑
strated in their study that managers with authority prioritized efficiency over crea‑
tivity. Managers are more concerned with controlling the process which cannot be 
ensured for creative steps in which the outcome is uncertain. Another reason that 
undermines creativity in situations of more powerful actors setting the standard and 
less powerful actors solely aligning their patterning and performing is that no dis‑
cussions arise (Cast 2003). In such a relationship, supervisors do not expect open 
reflection and suggestions, they rather expect to set the tone themselves. In sum, rou‑
tine change can occur based on a changed pattern of actions by the more powerful 
actor, but it is likely that it is initiated less frequently and is less innovative.

Proposition 1 Patterns of actions might change through interpersonal interactions 
in relationships of interpersonal trust and high power asymmetries as less powerful 
actors voluntarily adapt their performing and patterning according to more power-
ful actors who set the standard. Patterns of actions change less frequently and prior-
ity is given to efficiency instead of creativity.

4.2  Social interactions based on a relationship of interpersonal trust and low 
power asymmetry: equal influence

Low power asymmetry can typically be found within groups of formally equal 
members. According to temporal perspectives on group processes (Gersick 1988; 
Tuckman 1965), groups concentrate on their tasks when roles within the group 
have been adopted, standards have evolved, and group cohesiveness has begun to 
develop. From a social exchange perspective, trust is proposed to develop from 
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low, that is when groups are newly formed and initially confronted with tasks, to 
high, that is when roles and norms have been found and “group energy is chan‑
neled into the task” (Tuckman 1965: 396). Thus, when trust is high among group 
members, they are confident that their positive expectations in terms of others’ 
actions and decisions will be returned in their favor (Lewicki et al. 1998). Con‑
sequently, along with variables such as group performance (Friedlander 1970), 
organizational citizenship behavior (McAllister 1995) and shared leadership 
(Pearce et  al. 2010; Pearce et  al. 2008) interpersonal trust has been found to 
have a positive effect on prosocial behaviors among group members (Brief and 
Motowidlo 1986; Cadenhead and Richiman 1996), effectiveness, creativity, and 
innovation (Wang et al. 2014). Interpersonal trust provides a foundation on which 
individual actors who are equal in terms of their power believe that the others 
care for the group’s interests (Cook and Wall 1980) and will act with integrity 
(Robinson 1996; Weber and Carter 1998). Group members cooperate, support 
each other, and engage in joint problem solving when interpersonal trust is high 
(Dirks 1999). Thus, they are more willing to provide constructive feedback and 
engage in mutually encouraging exchange processes.

With regard to routine processes, we argue that patterns of actions change over 
time through interpersonal routine interactions of actors whose relationship is char‑
acterized by interpersonal trust and low power asymmetry by an alignment process 
of performing and patterning of all actors (see Fig. 2 for the process of enacting rou‑
tine performing and patterning based on equal influence). Interpersonal trust makes 
an individual actor believe that the feedback he or she provides will be accepted by 
the other actor. In turn, feedback is easier to accept in relationships characterized 
by interpersonal trust (Rousseau et  al. 1998). For example, when an actor enacts 
a pattern of actions differently compared to the last iteration, other actors might 
adapt their actions and understandings by asking questions or discussing the new 
pattern, also thinking of further innovative ideas based on a good, trusting working 
relationship. As Sonenshein (2016) illustrated in his study in the retailer industry, 
feedback served as an auxiliary routine, which helps to build up and alter a shared 
understanding. While high power asymmetry leads to the alignment of patterning 
toward the perspective of the powerful actors, in relationships of low power asym‑
metry, involved actors are proposed to more openly and recursively reflect on their 

Fig. 2  The process of enacting routine performing and patterning based on equal influence
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understandings, ideas, actions and possible consequences. They are more likely to 
listen to each other, discuss pros and cons and thereby adjust and align their pat‑
terning. Thereby, interpersonal trust within groups of equal influence leads to more 
creative and innovative processes of routine change (Wang et al. 2014) because it 
“allows participants to step out of existing discursive and cognitive structures and 
routines and experiment with tentative new ideas that may challenge the existing 
orientations” (Jarzabkowski and Seidl 2008: 1405). Bucher and Langley (2016) 
exemplified that less hierarchical teams are more creative as they exchange ideas 
more openly in reorienting routine dynamics (see also Yoon et al. 2016). Similarly, 
Cohendet and Simon (2016) indicate that teams without power inequality are more 
creative as they also have more fun. In other words, mutual feedback and reflec‑
tive discussions enable actors to align their expectations and understandings of the 
pattern of actions (Dirks 1999). Compared to relationships of interpersonal trust 
and high power asymmetry, the alignment of patterning is proposed to take longer, 
because there is no single guiding actor and “building consensus takes time” (Bour‑
geois III and Eisenhardt 1988: 818). Bucher and Langley (2016) indicated in their 
study of hospital change, that in teams without power differences it can be difficult 
to take decisions which in the end takes more time than expected. Actors involved in 
the routine are of equal influence on how the routine is understood, performed, and 
changed. They share the responsibility for the routine enactment (Pearce et al. 2008; 
Wang et al. 2014).

Proposition 2 Patterns of actions might change through interpersonal interac-
tions in relationships of interpersonal trust and low power asymmetries as all actors 
are open to align their performing and patterning of the routine towards the other 
actors’ performing and patterning. Routine change will take more time but is also 
more creative and innovative.

4.3  Social interactions based on a relationship of interpersonal distrust and high 
power asymmetry: surface acting

Distrust in relationships (Kramer 1999) is understood as a concern that the other 
actor will not act in one’s best interests, may act to harm or even engage in poten‑
tially injurious behavior (Govier 1994; Lewicki et  al. 1998). Leadership schol‑
ars have begun to take these concerns into account (Tepper 2007) and have 

Fig. 3  The process of enacting routine performing and patterning based on surface acting
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acknowledged that perceptions of distrust may come along or result from percep‑
tions of injustice within organizational relationships (Lavelle et  al. 2007), espe‑
cially in supervisor‑subordinate relationships (Chan and McAllister 2014; Klaussner 
2014). Such perceptions have been shown to have negative effects on organizational 
commitment, work satisfaction, and self‑esteem (Aryee et al. 2007; Burton and Hoo‑
bler 2006; Kashyap and Rangnekar 2016; Qing et  al. forthcoming; Tepper 2000). 
Thus, in relationships characterized by distrust, those who have less power perceive 
high levels of psychological distress and increasingly withdraw from their work and 
from those who have more power (Chan and McAllister 2014; Chi and Liang 2013; 
Colquitt et al. 2001; Tepper et al. 2007). Those who have more power, in turn, sup‑
posedly perceive such withdrawal reactions as inadequate and may in response even 
increase their pressure, which can further intensify perceptions of distrust and injus‑
tice (Klaussner 2014).

In addition, power has been shown to decrease reflective abilities of those who 
perceive themselves as having more power than the other (Cast 2004). In other 
words, the higher the asymmetries in power, the lower the perspective‑taking abili‑
ties of the one with more power (Fiske 1993; Keltner and Robinson 1997). Highly 
powerful actors are often unable to accept critical upward feedback (Judge et  al. 
2009), because “with power often comes excessive pride and arrogance” (Kets de 
Vries 1990: 752). Thus, power is negatively related to empathic abilities. Conse‑
quently, powerful actors rather define the situation instead of discussing different 
perspectives and opinions (Cast 2003). Less powerful actors comply with the expec‑
tations of the more powerful actors because they fear the negative consequences that 
may follow if they resist (Harlos 2010; Lewicki et al. 1998; Tripp et al. 2007). Thus, 
they engage in surface acting (Hu and Shi 2015) by showing expected behavior and 
displaying emotions that do not match their true inner feelings (Carlson et al. 2012; 
Zapf 2002).

In light of routine processes, we argue that patterns of actions in interpersonal 
routine interactions of actors whose relationship is characterized by interpersonal 
distrust and high power asymmetry seem to be aligned even though the patterning 
of actors vary (see Fig. 3 for the process of enacting routine performing and pattern‑
ing based on surface acting). From the outside, one could believe that less powerful 
actors align their performing according to the actions and understandings of more 
powerful actors, similar to relationships of high power asymmetry and interpersonal 
trust. However, the underlying motivation is quite different here since adaptation 
of performing and patterning does not occur voluntarily. It rather occurs because 
actors in a significantly less powerful position feel forced to align their actions out 
of fear of negative consequences, even if they do not share the same understand‑
ing. In case less powerful actors would critically reflect on or even reject pattern of 
actions of more powerful actors (Harlos 2010; Tripp et  al. 2007) they would risk 
to be sanctioned (Lewicki et  al. 1998; Tepper 2007). Consequently, less powerful 
actors engage in surface acting—they align their actions superficially—without 
adapting their personal understanding of the routine. Hence, changing patterns of 
actions are also not as creative and innovative as in constellations including trust, 
because on the one hand reflective abilities decrease of those having more power 
(Cast 2004), and on the other hand, fearing negative consequences prevents creative 
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processes. Moreover, surface acting may result in diminished job satisfaction (Bhave 
and Glomb 2016), high levels of exhaustion, and work withdrawal (Chi and Liang 
2013). When less powerful actors increasingly withdraw from the routine perfor‑
mance while holding different understandings about what the routine should actu‑
ally be like, exerting power seems to be the only way of maintaining the pattern 
of action. Thus, routine performance is solely based on the expectations set by the 
powerful routine actors (Cast 2003). In consequence, the routine itself is much more 
fragile than in both relationships of interpersonal trust discussed above.

Proposition 3 Patterns of actions seem to be aligned on the surface through inter-
personal interactions in relationships of interpersonal distrust and high power 
asymmetries as less powerful actors involuntarily adapt their performing to the 
understandings of more powerful actors to avoid negative consequences. Changing 
patterns of actions will be less creative and innovative compared to relationships of 
trust.

4.4  Social interactions based on a relationship of interpersonal distrust and low 
power asymmetry: conflicting views

Distrust may also characterize relationships of actors who are rather equal in 
terms of their power. Negative reciprocity has been intensively addressed in 
group conflict literature (Jehn and Mannix 2001; Simons and Peterson 2000). 
Jehn and Mannix (2001: 238), for instance, found that relationship conflicts—
defined as “personal issues such as dislike among group members and feelings 
such as annoyance, frustration, and irritation”—have negative effects on group 
performance. From a social exchange perspective, strong relationship conflicts 
in groups are characterized by interpersonal distrust (Jehn 1995) and go hand in 
hand with reductions in commitment, high levels of psychological distress, and 
even anxiety resulting in group withdrawal (Jehn and Mannix 2001; Staw et  al. 
1981). Relationship conflicts have been shown to induce sinister attributions to 
other individuals’ behavior. When behavior of the other one is perceived as rude 
or inadequate on the relationship level of workplace communication, an incivility 
spiral might be triggered, leading eventually to the exchange of highly aggres‑
sive behaviors (Andersson and Pearson 1999). Thus, high levels of interpersonal 

Fig. 4  The process of enacting routine performing and patterning based on conflicting views
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distrust disrupt task‑oriented behavior in groups because group members are fully 
concerned with their conflicts (Simons and Peterson 2000). Individuals rather 
combat each other than cooperate with each other.

With regard to routine processes, we argue that patterns of actions in interper‑
sonal routine interactions of actors whose relationship is characterized by interper‑
sonal distrust and low power asymmetry are difficult to align between actors as pat‑
terning of actors vary (see Fig. 4 for the process of enacting routine performing and 
patterning based on conflicting views). Routine actors are more concerned with their 
interpersonal conflicts than with the routine enactment per se; hence, they are highly 
distracted from their routine tasks. In such cases, actors may be engaged with more 
self‑defensive behaviors, and with securing their own status and position. In other 
words, when negative behavior is exchanged (within the range of minor incivility 
to expressions of workplace aggression), the routine as a collective accomplishment 
gets eclipsed. The routine enactment as such gets exploited and misused as a stage 
on which group conflicts are acted out. Thus, over time, variation in performing is 
not the result of a change process, instead variation is rather the result of actions 
that are not even part of the routine and might not be intended to solve the conflict. 
Instead, the routine might even get completely disrupted when the group is neither 
able to come to a joint solution nor able to stick to the existing routine because the 
actors involved are constantly concerned with devaluing, harming, and sabotaging 
each other whenever they meet (Andersson and Pearson 1999). In this case, per‑
forming and patterning can hardly be aligned.

Proposition 4 Patterns of actions are difficult to align through interpersonal inter-
actions in relationships of interpersonal distrust and low power asymmetries as the 
alignment of actors’ performing and patterning is inhibited. Specifically, distrust 
distracts actors from the routine performance and enables disruptive actions, even-
tually leading to routine dissolution.

5  Discussion

The purpose of this this paper has been to tease out how interpersonal interac‑
tions among routine actors help to explain routine dynamics. To explore this pur‑
pose in depth, we drew on social exchange theory to understand the interaction 
processes among actors, or more precisely, to understand the individual behavior 
of actors in relation to, and as a response to the behavior of the other one (Blau 
1964; Homans 1958). By building on these insights, we argue that actions of pat‑
terning are dependent on the respective relationship of actors, trust works as an 
enabler for creating new pattern of actions, and distrust functions as an enhancer 
for interrupting and dissolving patterns of actions.
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5.1  Actions of patterning dependent on the relationship of actors

Our framework suggests going beyond the ‘simple’ explanation of how an aligned 
understanding emerges based on connections (Bapuji et  al. 2012; Feldman and 
Rafaeli 2002; Sele and Grand 2016; Turner and Rindova 2012) as well as extends 
beyond the necessity of aligning actions (Danner‑Schröder 2016; Danner‑Schröder 
and Geiger 2016; Dionysiou and Tsoukas 2013; Feldman and Rafaeli 2002; Turner 
and Rindova 2012; Zbaracki and Bergen 2010) as an indispensable aspect of actors 
being able to understand each other’s actions (Dionysiou and Tsoukas 2013). Our 
approach highlights that connections can be very different, meaning actors have dif‑
ferent relationships to their respective counterparts. Dependent on these relation‑
ships, actions of patterning can be enacted in different ways. By pointing to these 
insights we answer a call made just recently by Feldman (2016: 39) that an impor‑
tant question routine researchers should answer is “How do we do patterning”. This 
question is even more relevant after one actor has tried to change a pattern of actions 
as this change might also entail a change in the patterning process of actors.

In relationships characterized by high power asymmetry, alignment processes are 
a one‑way process. This means that actors with less power are expected to align 
their actions and understandings in the process of patterning with those of more 
power (Cast 2004; Dionysiou and Tsoukas 2013). Following this line of thought, 
previous research suggests that aligned understandings emerge based on the assump‑
tion that the less powerful actor will adapt to the expectations of the more powerful 
actor (Dionysiou and Tsoukas 2013). Our research contributes to this debate by illu‑
minating the importance of understanding why less powerful actors try to align their 
actions and further emphasizes that this does not necessarily lead to an aligned pro‑
cess of patterning. In relationships of trust, less powerful actors follow voluntarily 
the patterning of the more powerful actor based on the assumption that she or he is 
acting with good intentions (see Fig. 1). In contrast, in relationships of distrust, less 
powerful actors behave in accordance to the expectations of more powerful actors as 
they fear negative consequences if actions stray from the expected pattern of actions 
(Harlos 2010; Tripp et al. 2007). Hence, to avoid possible negative consequences, 
they align their actions according to the pattern of actions enacted by the more pow‑
erful actor. However, these aligned actions are enforced by power advantages and 
are not enacted based on joint decisions or agreements. On the one hand, neverthe‑
less, in the process of patterning less powerful actors might align their understand‑
ings according to the expectations set by the more powerful actors over time. In this 
case, they adjust their understanding in the direction of the more powerful actors 
(Dionysiou and Tsoukas 2013) and an aligned pattering process emerges. On the 
other hand, less powerful actors can easily act as expected to, even if they have a dif‑
ferent understanding of the routine. This implies that they engage in surface acting, 
which means that they seem to comply with the expectations from the more power‑
ful actors (Carlson et al. 2012; Hu and Shi 2015), but the patterning process is not 
aligned (see Fig. 3).

In relationships characterized by trust and low power asymmetry, one actor 
changes performing an expected pattern of actions. The other actors perceive this 
new performing in good will and the following process of patterning is an open 
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discussion and questioning (Dirks 1999) of the new pattern of actions. Thus, the 
specific actions involved in creating a pattern of patterning (Feldman 2016) are talk‑
ing to each other and exchanging ideas in an open process. Over time, also crea‑
tive new actions might be enacted in a trial‑and‑error process to find innovative new 
ways of performing and patterning. The process of patterning might take longer as 
actors have equal influence on the process of patterning (see Fig. 2), but might also 
be more innovative.

In relationships characterized by distrust and low power asymmetry, a mutual 
patterning process does not take place due to conflicting views. Actors perform 
other actions that have very little or even nothing to do with performing the routine 
(Andersson and Pearson 1999). These actions do not lead to creating a new perform‑
ing or a shared patterning, instead performing and patterning of different actors are 
further away from each other than they were before (see Fig. 4). The further away 
actors are in their expectations, the more likely it is that patterns of actions disrupt.

5.2  Trust as an enabler for creating new patterns of actions

Recent research on routine dynamics stresses the possibility of routine change and 
stability, as “each time a routine is enacted is an occasion for variation” (Feldman 
et al. 2016: 508). Moreover, this research seems to assume, that each actor involved 
in performing a routine has the opportunity to produce variation. However, from an 
organizational point of view, we also know that changing a pattern of actions might 
be seen as rule‑breaking and thus might be sanctioned (Geiger and Schröder 2014; 
Reynaud 2005). Following this, not each actor might be in the situation to change a 
pattern of actions without fearing negative consequences due to breaking a rule as 
behavioral expectation. Moreover, Feldman and Pentland (2003) theorize that it is 
dependent on power if a new pattern of action turns into a rule or will be ignored.

Our social exchange framework indicates that trust is an enabler for routine actors 
to change a pattern of actions, as a trusting relationship reduces the fear of negative 
reactions. Being that counterparts—either less powerful actors in groups with high 
power asymmetry or actors within a group of equal power distribution—are in such 
groups open to variation (since variation is perceived in good will), actors within 
the same group can depart from the prior pattern of actions without having to fear 
negative consequences. In a trustful relationship, actors depart from previous routine 
actions knowing that their counterparts would first think of the performance varia‑
tion before sanctioning it. Thus, actors feel safe to create a new pattern of actions 
departing from the old pattern of actions. On the other hand, actors observing the 
performance variation perceive these actions as favorable, and in turn do not ques‑
tion the actions or intentions of the change per se because they trust their respective 
counterpart. Thus, trustful feedback and discussions (Dirks 1999) further encourage 
an open reflection of the new pattern of actions. This can result in changes in pat‑
terns of actions or in a confirmation of prior patterns of actions in accordance with 
the context level, e.g. organizational rules and culture (Geiger and Schröder 2014; 
Howard‑Grenville 2005).
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Moreover, our approach indicates that actors whose relationship is characterized 
by trust and low power asymmetries are superior in producing novelty, creativity and 
innovation. Actors with authority prioritize efficiency instead of novelty and creativ‑
ity (Cohendet and Simon 2016) and set the standard instead of discussing alterna‑
tives. Exchanging ideas in an trustful, open culture and having fun while discussing 
ideas are important for creative, new ideas (Bucher and Langley 2016; Cohendet and 
Simon 2016). Accepting feedback and providing feedback help in renegotiating and 
altering routine understandings and actions towards creative and innovative ideas 
(Sonenshein 2016). In the study by Cohendet and Simon (2016: 622) the producer 
received “a strong message of trust” which enabled him to reflect honestly upon the 
previous process of developing games which was a failure. Based on this reflection 
the producer received the freedom to create a new process to develop games.

In sum, whereas previous research has stressed that actors trusting each other 
believe that the other one will act predictable (Sargis‑Roussel et al. 2017), our social 
exchange framework highlights that actors are more likely to create new patterns 
of actions in case they have a trustful relationship as they feel safe without fearing 
negative consequences.

5.3  Distrust as enhancer for interrupting and dissolving patterns of actions

Our research suggests that interactions among actors do not necessarily lead to 
mutual processes of patterning. Quite the contrary, exchange processes of actors 
may also result in misunderstandings that end in surface acting or action patterns 
that vary from former patterns of actions.

Conflicts are an integral part of routines and can be enacted through routines. 
As research has shown, conflicting goals in organizational routines might lead to a 
conflict of different departments or routine participants (Salvato and Rerup 2018; 
Zbaracki and Bergen 2010). Whereas in the study by Salvato and Rerup (2018) the 
conflict was resolved through regulatory actions enacted by individuals throughout 
the hierarchy, in the study by Zbaracki and Bergen (2010) the conflict could only be 
resolved in the hierarchy. So one reason to solve conflicts is escalating it in the hier‑
archy. Another one is regulatory actions which means either recombinating activi‑
ties and participants (splicing), switching on particular activities and participants 
(activating) or switching off particular activities and participants (repressing). In all 
scenarios, actors are in need to work together, often times in new constellations to 
facilitate multivocality and inclusion (Salvato and Rerup 2018). Our research sug‑
gests that in case actors have worked together in previous situations trustful relation‑
ships might have evolved. Conflicts can be solved more effectively in situations in 
which actors work together in a trustful relationship as agreements might be easier 
to find.

In the case of actions diverging from previous pattern of actions due to different 
understandings, it is important to note that these performance variations, as previ‑
ous research has impressively shown, are not (necessarily) in favor of optimizing 
or improving the routine process (Bucher and Langley 2016; Deken et  al. 2016; 
Feldman 2000; Howard‑Grenville 2005; Turner and Rindova 2012). Such variation 
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can also be the outcome of interpersonal exchange processes built on distrust. We 
argue that interpersonal distrust within vertical and horizontal relationships distracts 
actors from their tasks (Simons and Peterson 2000) because they are concerned with 
their relationship conflicts. In such situations, actors might engage in self‑defensive 
behaviors to secure their status and position, which can result in actions that have 
very little or even nothing to do with the routine process per se, e.g. devaluing and 
sabotaging others (Andersson and Pearson 1999). Due to these actions not belong‑
ing to the routine per se, the routine process can be delayed or interrupted. This is 
why other actors do not understand these actions and realize that they are not part 
of the routine; thus, they do not know how to continue (Danner‑Schröder 2016). In 
extreme cases, this can even end in the dissolution of a pattern of actions.

6  Implications for further research

Our discussion around interpersonal interactions is meant to open up new direc‑
tions for further research. We proposed the introduction of power in terms of formal 
and informal manifestations. The paper also suggested that actors might not enact a 
mutual process of patterning, which may result in behavior that has little or almost 
nothing to do with the routine as such. This could enable further research in try‑
ing to integrate the discussion around micro politics (Burns 1961) with research on 
routines. In case of micro politics, actors might also engage in actions that are not 
part of the pattern of actions to manipulate routine understandings and interpreta‑
tions. Thereby the research of Dionysiou and Tsoukas (2013) pointing to the use of 
information collected through role taking, from the less powerful actors about more 
powerful actors, can be integrated. It could thereby be interesting to evaluate these 
consequences on routine dynamics.

Our research focuses especially on interpersonal interactions between human 
actors. However, interactions between human and non‑human actors shape our lives 
more and more (Glaser 2017; Sele and Grand 2016). Hence, routine performances 
are not only enacted by human actors, but also by non‑human ones, such as robots 
and machines. The question whom to trust, e.g. humans, non‑humans, machines, 
algorithms, developers or designers deserves further exploration. As trust is a human 
capability, in times of increasing use of non‑human actors these questions might be 
highly relevant.

Another aspect that leaves room for further research is our sole focus on trust and 
power asymmetries. However, investigating other social exchange processes repre‑
senting relationship qualities would be worth elaborating on, such as mutual respect, 
support, obligation or liking could also be of relevance. Empirical research could 
focus on these social exchange processes and inductively add other possible pro‑
cesses as well as their consequences on routine dynamics.

Moreover, the development of relationships through the enactment of routines is 
not integrated in our framework. Thus, future research could explore how relation‑
ships are enacted through routines. In this sense, it might be also interesting to focus 
on other relationships outside the organization, as our paper was focusing on social 
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relationships within organizations, such as routines between an organization and its 
customers (Turner and Rindova 2012).

In conclusion, our framework proposes underlying mechanisms of routine stabil‑
ity and change, and even routine interruptions and dissolution. A necessary next step 
is to empirically explore exchange processes among actors’ in particular organiza‑
tional contexts to develop a deeper understanding of organizational routines. On a 
more general level, we hope our framework will direct future research toward inter‑
personal interactions, concentrating on exchange processes among actors to account 
for routines dynamics.
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